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Hospital Becomes State-of-the-Art with 
Multi-room Hoist Systems
The Hospital 
Working closely with our Australian partners, the state-of-the-art Bendigo Hospital room layouts have been 
equipped with Straight and Curved Track, XY (H) Full Room Covering System incorporating both fixed (OT200) and 
Portable hoists system throughout Bendigo Hospital dedicated healthcare facilities.

The areas implemented are MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) Suite, Emergency, Holding/Recovery, Ultrasound, 
Short Stay, Aboriginal Services, Integrated Cancer Centre, Cardiac Recovery, Plaster, Birthing Suite, Outpatients, 
Women Health, Children & Adolescent, Rehab, Surgical, Medical Rooms and Mortuary.

Working with our dealership in Australia, we managed and accounted the entire project from the end-to-end 
process which includes designing, installation, commissioning and training. 

   3 therapy rooms with Fixed Hoist Systems 
   38 multi-room bedroom to bathroom Fixed Hoist Systems 
   21 rooms with Fixed Hoist Systems mounted onto Straight Tracking 
   110 rooms with Portable Hoist Systems mounted onto Straight Tracking

OpeMed works closely with Architects, Developers, Builders through global dealers to ensure project objectives 
meet the countries national standards.



The Installation
Straight Track System: The single rail is positioned 
perpendicular to the bed, providing coverage from bed to chair. 
This rail system is suitable to connect on a portable hoist as and 
when required by a patient. 

XY Gantry Ceiling Rail System: The fixed hoist system allows for complete 
mobility from a bed to the bathroom and vice versa.

Curved Track System: The Curved Track allows a smooth 
glide when transferring a patient from bed to the bathroom and 
providing assistance for patient handling.

XY (H) Full Room Covering System With Access To Bathroom: The 
XY Gantry Ceiling Rail System is connected using a Gate Assembly, allowing 
caregiver to move a client directly from Bed/Chair to Bathroom.

XY (H) Full Room Covering System in Birthing Suite: The versatility of the 
ceiling hoist system provides patient with mobility assistant after performing 
surgery.

XY (H) Full Room Covering System in Gym Therapist room: The fixed 
hoist mounted on an XY Gantry System assist patients with mobility and 
speedy recovery.

XY (H) Full Room Covering System in Smaller Suite: The XY Gantry 
System can be fitted in a smaller suite, covering a full-length bed on XY 
distance, transfer from bed to a chair and pick up from the floor.
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International Projects
OpeMed work closely on an international scale with dealerships 
placed throughout Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Australasia to 
provide OpeMed based solutions for hospitals, long-term care, rehab 
centres and home care.

Alongside our diverse range of solutions  we offer a range of tools 
and support for our international colleagues, visit our website to learn 
more.

www.opemed.net/our-customers/international-clients-patient-
transfer-equipment/

For more information, contact the OpeMed Team and call +44 (0) 1252 758858 
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